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Letters to the Editor Policy:
The editors, staff and publishers of the 
Alestle believe in the free exchange of 
ideas, concerns and opinions and will 
publish as many letters as possible.
Letters may be turned in at the Alestle 
office located in the Morris University 
Center, Room 2022 or via e-mail at 
hmeyer@alestlelive.com.
All hard copy letters should be typed 
and double-spaced. Letters should be 
no longer than 500 words.
Please include phone number, 
signature, class rank and major.
We reserve the right to edit letters for 
grammar and content. However, care 
will be taken to ensure that the letter’s 
message is not lost or altered.
Letters to the editor will not be printed 
anonymously except under extreme 
circumstances.
We reserve the right to reject letters.
About the Alestle:
One copy of the Alestle is no charge. 
Additional copies cost 25 cents.
The Alestle is a member of the Illinois 
College Press Association, the 
Associated Collegiate Press and U- 
WIRE.
The name Alestle is an acronym 
derived from the names of the three 
campus locations of Southern Illinois 
University Edwardsville: Alton, East St. 
Louis and Edwardsville.
The Alestle is published on Tuesdays 
and Thursdays during fell and spring 
semesters and on Wednesdays during 
summer semesters. For more 
information, call 650-3528.
Have a com m ent?
Let us know!
Send us an e-mail: 
hmeyer@alestlelive.com 
The Alestle 
Campus Box 1167 
Edwardsville, III. 6202 6-1167
Ceremonies set for Saturday
Some summer grads 
to walk in ceremonies
by Allan Lewis
Alestle Reporter
From filling out college applications and 
moving into the dorms to  completing senior 
projects and getting jobs, the college 
experience is about to culminate.
1,364 students are prepared to walk across 
the stage and receive their diplomas during 
SIUE’s 93rd commencement May 10.
Ceremonies will take place throughout the 
day Saturday, beginning at 9 a.m., with 1 p.m. 
and 5 p.m. ceremonies rounding out the day.
Arts and Sciences graduate Chermaine 
Washington will speak at the 9 a.m. ceremony, 
Jason Batty o f the School o f Education will 
speak at 1 p.m. and engineering student Jenna 
Toennies will speak at the final ceremony.
English Professor Emeritus Eugene 
Redmond will be the honorary speaker at the 9 
a.m. and 1 p.m. ceremonies.
“It is going to be a very busy day with 
three ceremonies,” Chair and Coordinator o f 
Commencement Jean Paterson said. “Nearly 
1,700 students are eligible for graduation.”
An additional 146 students are slated to 
participate in the spring ceremony, as summer 
commencement was canceled due to summer 
construction in the Vadalabene Center.
Paterson said graduates are asked to  limit 
their guest count, but it is not a direct result o f  
the additional flow o f graduates.
“We have been getting crowded and more 
crowded each semester,” Paterson said. “We are 
asking graduates to limit their guests to six, 
although it is completely voluntary.”
Allan Lewis c m  be reached a t alewis@alestlelive.com 
or 650-3527.
College of Arts and Sciences -  9 a.m.
Allison Prosise/Alestle
Speech communication student Chermaine Washington looks at a textbook with her 
daughter, LaShaunta. W ashington will speak at the College of Arts and Sciences  
com m encem ent cerem ony Saturday.
cBe a lifetime learner5
Speech comm student earns degree while 
raising three children, prepares for master's
by Sydney Elliot
Alestle Reporter
At age 32, Chermaine Washington is a 
non-traditional student who has raised her 
three teenage children while going to school 
full time to  earn her degree in speech 
communication.
“(She is) so classy, polished, articulate and 
driven,” speech communications professor 
Elizabeth Grant said. “(She is) really very goal 
oriented.”
W hen she first transferred to  SIUE, 
Washington was originally a business major 
and decided to make the change to speech 
communications.
‘N o t  to knock the School o f Business, but 
it wasn’t for me, it wasn’t my fit,” Washington 
said.
Washington said she immediately fell in 
love with the speech communication program, 
and after graduation, she will be staying at 
SIUE for graduate school.
Washington chose SIUE instead o f a 
graduate program at another university 
because she already knows the department’s 
policies and level o f  expectations.
“For my first year o f grad school, I wanted 
to be in an environment that I was somewhat 
acclimated to already,” Washington said. “So 
the transition from undergraduate to graduate 
school wouldn’t be too much.”
She also received the Competitive 
Graduate Award, which will pay for her tuition 
for nine months and pay her a monthly stipend 
during that time as well.
Speech communication professor Sofia 
Zamanou-Erickson nominated Washington to 
speak at this spring’s commencement 
ceremony. Zamanou-Erickson said she chose 
Washington to speak because she was a nori- 
traditional student and wanted Washington to 
be able to  share her knowledge with others.
WASHINGTON/pg. 10
College: 
A growth 
experience
College is not for the faint o f heart, 
as I have discovered these past four years 
at SIUE.
N o parents to tell you to get out of 
bed for school. N o parents to act as your 
bank account when tuition payments are 
due. Oh and no parents to tell you 
“everything is alright” when you get 
kicked out o f University Housing for 
excessive underage drinking.
I almost dropped out o f college my 
freshman year because I did not know 
how to manage my own finances and 
meet those payments. I thought mom 
and dad would rescue me, but instead 
they gave me forms on how to take out 
additional loans.
Classes were 
o v e r w h e l m i n g ,  
especially w ith
professors who expect 
a much higher level of 
excellence and will not 
let anyone slide just 
because they were the 
homecoming king at 
their high school or 
got a perfect ACT 
score.
Meanwhile, SIUE 
is not entirely a residential campus so 
the real world, in many ways, still 
applies. For example, life without a car is 
difficult, but both achievable and 
necessary. The reality that not 
everything is within walking distance 
can be hard, but many like myself found 
a way to somehow make everything 
work. In fact, time management was a 
piece o f cake partially because o f the bus 
schedule.
Resourcefulness, to me, was the 
most important aspect o f college life.
The attitude on campus was: if 
there was a problem, figure it out. If one 
place is closed, find another place to 
print out that paper. If  something comes 
up unexpectedly, find some way to get 
the homework in anyway.
Emotionally, college can be a drain. 
Adversity is at its best and only the 
strong can deal with the pain and 
frustration that associates with tragedy 
and mountain-like challenges. 
Additionally, relationships change and 
the same people you were tight with in 
high school may be completely different 
people and forget you even exist.
On the bright side, the friends you 
meet in college usually relate to you and 
stick by you through thick and thin. So 
look for those, and keep them close.
If  you have not grown as a student 
and a person, chances are nothing was 
really accomplished.
A degree and a job are the goals 
college students strive for when they 
begin their advanced studies. How they 
survive the challenges between freshman 
year and graduation day determines 
who gets that bachelor’s degree and 
who goes home with nothing.
Best o f luck to everyone, and keep 
working on that degree. The end result 
is beyond worthy and gives you a better 
perspective on life.
Zach Groves is a  senior mass communications 
major from O ’Fallon. H e can be reached a t 
2sgroves@alestlelive.com or 650-3527.
Zach
Groves
School o f Education, School of Nursing -  1 p.m.
— —
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School o f Engineering,
School of Business -  5 p.m.
Biology interests mix 
with engineering degree
3
Crossing the finish line
After surviving in-class cardiac arrest, 
student plans to teach physical education
by Erika Helmerichs
Alestle Reporter
Few students, when reflecting on their college 
careers, can say their classmates and professors 
literally saved their lives. Jason Batty is an exception 
to that rule.
“My classmates thought I was dead,” Batty said 
o f when he collapsed in a kinesiology class Oct. 3, 
2007. “When they saw what had happened, they 
instantly took action ... They breathed for me.”
Now, seven months later, Batty is not only 
earning his degree in kinesiology, but has been 
chosen to speak at commencement as well.
Batty credits his survival to the quick thinking 
of his fellow classmates and a few professors.
“I was planning on doing an eight-mile run 
later that day with my friend Sarah when my heart 
stopped,” Batty said. “I flat-lined in that classroom 
for three and a half minutes.”
Batty said it was a blessing from God that he 
was in class when he collapsed.
“Twenty minutes later I would have been on 
my eight mile run, and I would not have made it,” 
he said.
Senior and good friend Christopher Kahn was 
seated directly behind Batty when he went into 
cardiac arrest that day.
“I saw him start to fall and caught him before 
he hit the floor,” Kahn said. “It appeared that Jason 
was having seizures, and we all knew he was in 
distress.”
Kahn said the class rushed to clear a table 
where he, kinesiology and health education 
professor David Cluphf and professor John Smith, 
who has since left SIUE, worked with classmates to 
perform CPR on Batty.
When Batty remained unconscious after 
minutes o f CPR, another student ran to retrieve an 
automated external heart defibrillator from SIUE’s 
Student Fitness Center.
“Once we hooked up the defibrillator and 
Jason was revived, the paramedics arrived,” Kahn 
said. “We were all so fortunate that day.”
Batty has not let his near-death experience 
tarnish his drive to become a physical education
teacher, he said. It has only made it stronger.
“I f  I wasn’t as healthy as I was that day, it could 
have affected me a lot worse,” Batty said. “I aim to 
make sure every one o f my students realizes how 
important physical education is.”
Batty said his cardiologist told him that his 
excellent physical condition also allowed his body to 
recover much quicker than normal.
“They installed a permanent defibrillator in 
me,” Batty said, “and I didn’t miss that class once.” 
Just a few weeks ago, Batty shot a commercial 
for the American Red Cross and United Way that 
will begin airing near the end of summer 2008.
“Both Dr. Smith and Chris were certified 
through the Red Cross,” Batty said. “It’s what saved 
my life.”
Kahn, Cluphf, Smith and student April 
Damien received the Heartsaver Award from Lt. 
Governor Pat Quinn soon after the incident.
Cluphf said Batty was an extremely “mature 
and responsible” student, who went above and 
beyond to get involved within his department.
“Batty has always been very driven,” Cluphf 
said. “I knew that he would be a good teacher when 
I met him.”
Though Cluphf said Batty’s permanent heart 
defibrillator may someday limit his physical 
education instruction, he said he believes Batty will 
push through to reach his students.
“He has a genuine concern for people, you 
know?” Cluphf said. “He will try to make a 
difference in them.”
Batty, who moved from Schaumburg with his 
wife two years ago, said his experience at SIUE has 
been more than he could have ever anticipated.
“I thought I was just going to go to school and 
go to  the classes and get my degree,” Batty said. 
“I’ve made lifelong connections here.”
Batty encourages future SIUE students to “take 
every opportunity that professors give you and go 
above and beyond what they expect from you.
“Put in more than your share here and you will 
get it back tenfold,” Batty said.
Erika Helmerichs can be reached a t  
ehelmerichs@alestlelive.com or 650-3527.
by Whitney Tate
Alestle Reporter
Jenna Toennies, a senior 
mechanical engineering major, 
came to SIUE with a biolog)’ 
emphasis, but her dream slowly 
shifted from the medical field to 
biomechanics and robotic 
surgical tools.
“After starting my 
undergraduate studies, I 
realized I liked the challenges 
involved in analysis and design,” 
Toennies said. “By pursuing a 
degree in mechanical 
engineering, I had the ability to 
implement these problem 
solving skills and the flexibility 
to tie it in with my interests in 
biology and medical sciences.”
With a double minor in 
mathematics and physics and 
her switch from biology to 
engineering, Toennies has taken 
a num ber o f classes which 
separate her from other students 
in her current field, according to 
her professors.
Richard Essner, a biological 
science professor, co-mentored 
Toennies in the Undergraduate 
Research Academy her junior 
year.
“I wish I had 100 students 
just like her,” Essner said. “She’s 
unique because she’s taken a lot 
o f biology courses, giving her 
extensive background
information in biology and 
engineering. That really sets her 
up and puts her in the position 
to tie the fields together.”
Toennies puts her 
Undergraduate Research
Academy experience at the top 
o f her list when considering 
collegiate achievements for 
herself.
“I remember presenting my 
final project at the URA
Symposium and having a true 
sense o f gratification that 
probably topped any other that 
I’ve had during my
undergraduate career,” Toennies 
said.
For her senior design
project, Toennies participated in 
a Mini Grand Challenge Team. 
The objective was to submit a 
one-person electric golf cart in 
an autonomous robot 
competition in Pennsylvania.
“N ot only did I learn a lot 
about my own field of study 
throughout this project, but I 
also learned a good amount 
about the other engineering 
disciplines,” Toennies said. “I 
truly learned what dedication 
means in every respect by 
participating in this project.” 
Computer science professor 
Jerry Weinberg offered Toennies 
a leadership position on the 
Mini Grand Challenge Team 
and had her in a robot making 
class.
“There is no group 
isolation for this type of 
project,” Weinberg said. “It 
helps them learn about other 
expertise and understand all the 
systems.”
The experience helped 
Toennies establish an intense 
background within her field, 
according to Weinberg.
Toennies has been asked to 
give the address during the 
School o f  Engineering and 
School o f  Business 
Commencement ceremony, so 
she thought it would be 
appropriate to  talk about 
“succeeding in a world full of 
numbers.”
Wrapping up her final few 
days as an undergraduate, 
Toennies had time to reflect on 
her last four years at SIUE.
“I am extremely excited 
about culminating my 
undergraduate career at SIU 
Edwardsville on May 10, and I 
look with anticipation on being 
an alumnus o f  this great 
institution,” Toennies said. “ ... I 
want to  congratulate every 
member of the Class o f 2008 on 
reaching a significant milestone 
in their academic career.”
Whitney Tate can be reached a t  
wtate@alestlelive.com or 650-3527.
photo courteay Jenna Toennies 
Engineering student Jenna Toennies works on her Undergraduate  
Research Academy project comparing feeding and jum ping  
patterns in frogs.
Derrick Hawkins/Alestle
Kinesiology student Jason Batty runs on the indoor track in the Student Fitness Center. Batty aspires 
to share his interest in exercise with students while working as a physical education teacher.
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Eugene Aaron Deonte Cannon Heather Felts Amanda Hummert Keith Mangold Rachel Parkin
Jordan Adams Chelsie Carlton Ashley Fensom Meghann Hussmann Patricia Maniaci Clayton Parks
Frank Adduci Angie Carrington Lisa Ferguson Dawn Hyman David Mann Roma Patel
Emily Affolter James Carrington Christina Ferrell Todd Irvin Brittany Margaritis Shruti Patil
Jordan Agne Alex Carter Nicole Fiedler Michelle Itczak Thad Marks Jamie Paul
Esther Aguilera Christopher Casey Brandon Fischer Benjamin Jacobs Aislinn Marshall Nathan Payne
Babatunde Aiyeomoni Jennifer Cashmore Christie Fitzgibbons Jacqueline Jacquot Justin Martin Kristal Pelham
Kim Albers David Cassens Christopher Flake Annie James Cipriano Mascote Justin Perry
Matt Albers Tina Chaffee Shanna Fliegel Heather James Michael Massalone Matthew Peyton
Kaitlin Alderman Angela Charlton Jobeth Fondren Miranda Jernigan Judith Mate Michael Pilato
Hannah Allen Kimberly Charlton Tyeast Frank Gaurav Jethi Jessica Mates April Pinegar
Marvin Allen Daniel Chartrand Stefanie Franklin Jason Johnson Hannah Mazanek Victor Pinones
Melissa Allen Adam Cherrington Lydia Freed Rhonda Johnson Megan McCollum Daniel Poelker
Andrea Allston Ryan Chesnut Brianna Fritsch Tremylla Johnson Stacie McCoy Karlie Pollard
Emily Alvarez Amanda Childress Debra Gaffney Michael Jolly Veronica McDonald Deborah Pontious
Hala Alzubi Marvin Childs Brian Galati Eustacia Jones Ashleigh McElroy Andria Pool
Jon Amesquita Amanda Chojnicki Amber Galley Kelly Jones Jocelynn McGhee Kimberly Potthast
Jessica Anderson Kip C lark Andrew Garces Leighann Jones Bran McGregor Dawn Powell
Nicholas Armentrout Paul C lark Stephanie Garner Veronika Jones James McKee Amber Price
Samantha Arnold Shannon Clark Eileen Gerace William Jones Justin McNutt Rachel Price
Aimee Arseneaux Kristina Clarkston Laura Gerace Nicholas Jost Troy Medvick Daryl Prior
Carolyn Atchley Asa Clayborne Patricia Gerstenecker Adam Kaiser Stephanie Meier Megan Prior
Natalie Atherton Bradley Clemence Bal Ghimire Jennifer Kaiser Kerri Melm Raytina Pritchard
Michael Augustine Michele Cleveland Brendan Gibson Christopher Karius Reesa Mercado Ian Privette
Annette Austin Morgan Clym er Justin Gibson Sam Kaufman Angela Merlo Uvege Priyadarshani
Stephen Backhus Natasha Coats Tara Giebe Libby Kelley Natalie Mette-Bory Brian Pryor
Ashley Bailey-Whitt Chad Cochran Mary Gieseking Jacquelynn Kelly David Meyer Peggy Pulliam
Margaret Baldwin Maria Cochran Roxanne Gillespie Alex Kerber David Miller James Qualls
Genevieve Ballard Jenine Cole Jennifer Gillson Elizabeth Kerwin Jessica Miller Carey Rabideau
Brandon Barber Derwanda Collins Mia Gladney Wayne Keys Kathleen Miller Adam Rammacher
Beau Barfield Joanna C ook Michael Gloeckner Chelsea Kilhoffer Kye Miller Sara Randant
Cassandra Bartlett Patricia Cooper Callie Glover Darryl Kimble Mallory Miller Reginald Randolph
Danielle Bartolomucci Robert Cooper Christopher Glynn Kelly Kimmle Maura Miller Rudolph Rangel
Rebecca Barton Wesley Copper Amanda Gochanour Douglas King Nathan Miller Sunny Rattan
Gregory Bazan Erin C o rk Mitchell Goetz Rasheda King Tyler Miller Stephanie Reckmann
Joseph Becherer Nathan Corso Marci Golike Lauren Kirchner Mallory Milner Bonnie Reding
Lori Belknap Amy Corzatt Ada Gonzalez Kerri K irk Burgundy Milon Louis Redpath
Sara Bennett Erin Cronin Samantha Goodwin Koby Kizzire Jennifer Miner Jenille Reese
Elise Berger Pamela Cross Prabhakar Gopinath Julie Klein Julie Mintzer Christopher Reilly
Nathan Bernaix Marlene Cunico Jenna Gordillo Matthew Kleinberg Summer Mirkovic Beth Revell
Summer Bernal Ryan Cunningham Monica Goudey Brian Kmec Shawnna Mitchell Laura Rhoades-Stovall
Wendy Berry Anna Darr Jennifer Gravatt Joel Koentz Emily Mollet Maggie Rhynes
Adam Betz Mary Darwin Clayton Green Andrew Koester Brian Montgomery Andrew Ribbing
Nathan Biggs Ann Daum Jeremy Green Neil Kohnen Jonathan Moody Donna Ricker-Hiles
Joshua Billington Amosnee Davis Lauren Gregg Michael Konuch Colin Moore Charles Rieker
Daniel Bish Cole Davis Robert Gregonis Megan Kowalik Lucas Moore Ernesto Rivera
Christina Blackford- Valerie Davis Brian Grimmer John Kramer Craig Mooshegian Robert Rivett
Dinkela Erin Decker Andrew Grosch A ric Kreeger Kelly Morris Kimberly Roady
Claudette Bland Lindsey Defevers Andrea Grove Joel Kruse Nicole Moseley Kandace Roberts
Jennifer Blankinship Andrew Del Rio Zachary Groves Amanda Kuhlman Stephanie Moser Lori Roberts
Amy Blasdel Melissa DeLassus Gregory Guntren Erin Kuker Erica Mosley Leon Robinson
Mingcoya Blount Elizabeth Delatorre Sarah Haasis Chien Kuo Janella Moy Ashley Roediger
Melanie Bold Thomas Dellamano Rebecca Hackett Lindsey Laas Jennifer Mulholland Abby Roetheli
Amanda Bolen Mary Delorme Audra Hagan Kathryn Lacamera Jennifer Mulrean Sarah Rogers
Mandisa Bonds Anna Depew Jamie Haines Gretchen Lamke James Munden Janice Rojas
Robert Bone Wayne Dersch Mary Halstead Mildred Lanham Diane Murphy Glennisha Rose
Jacob Boone Schannon Dial Lindsey Hamilton Jennifer Laquet Karla Murphy Mark Rosenkoetter
Buzz Borders Matthew Dickey Jaclyn Hampel Blake Larue Christine Murray Andrew Ross
Maria Borejsza-Wysocka Jessica Diel Brian Hampton Pamela Lauf Lindsey Murray Jamie Rotter
Aaron Bottorff Taunya Dillow Steven Hanley Kathryn Lawrence Shantia Murray Erika Rovey
Tara Bradstreet Joseph Dion Shimere Harrington Joel Laws Bradford Nadziejko Lauren Rowe
Linda Brady Linda Doby Elizabeth Harris Shane Leary Kellyce Nash September Ruf
Rachel Bragg Janice Donaldson Quentin Harris Michael Leber Charla Neal Brianna Ruppert
Tiffany Branham Justin Donaldson Terry Harris Brian Ledford Travis Neel Kurt Rushing
Larry Brantley Kacie D orr Lindsey Harston Nichole Leggett Melissa Newbold Keivan Sadrerafi
Melissa Braunschweig Nathan Doty Jason Harvey Brent Leh Richard Newcom Andrea Sallee
Kristen Bray Kimberly Douglas Patricia Heiser Laura Lengyel Matthew Newlin Jason Sandberg
Zachary Brinker Eric Downs Jon-Carl Hendrickson Jennifer Lesko Joshua Newman llene Sanders
Eric Brown Kody Duckworth Kristen Henke Katie Lewis Eunice Ngure Jolene Sasser
Loretta Brown Erin Duesterhaus Adam Hill Lacheryl Lewis Eric Nichols Craig Savoye
Matthew Brown • Anna Dunn Caryn Hill Jacob Ley Andrew Niederhauser Felicia Scaggs
Melinda Brown Michael Durbin O rvil Hill Daniel Light Brooke Noble Elizabeth Schaab
Deborah Brueggemann Scott Dyer Kathryn Hinners-Mueller Darrell Lillard Erin Nolan Geoffrey Schardan
Kelli Brunk Matthew Eduakwa Ryan Hirsch Sarah Lindsey Sarah North Kimberly Schaubert
Richard Buchanan Jay Edwards Samantha Hoener Kristin Linthicum Aimee Nyers Scott Schindler
Ryan Bull Keith Edwards Amanda Holcomb Jamie Little Anne Oberlink Brian Schmidt
Zachary Burch Julie Elbl Tara Holland Shea Lovell Amanda Oefelein Angela Schmitz
Peggy Burchard-Ballad Elizabeth Ellis Jason Holler Harry Lucas Amee Olson Rebecca Schmollinger
Brandon Burge Donald Endicott Amber Hollis Andrew Lucker Andrew Olson Adam Schneider
Meredith Burkart Michael Engelhardt Scott Hopke Whitney Luebben Letisha Orlet Joshua Schobert
Elizabeth Burke Lisa Engelke Elizabeth Hoppa Justine Lunte Alexander Oslance Elizabeth Schoening
Katie Burns Jason Esmon Julie Hopwood Kristen Lynch Tora Ouchie Kallie Schonert
Sarah Busalaki Leah Etzbach Ceara Horsley Kelly Lynn Omara Ousley Robert Schorsch
Deborah Bush Brian Evans Afrin Huda Danielle Lyons Alexis Overstreet Matthew Schroyer
Fritz Bush Tyler Farmer Sean Hudson Melissa Maack Alexis Overstreet Rebecca Schulz
David Butz Jessica Fauss Brenna Huff Brittany Mager Michael Palmer Brian Schutte
Michelle Bybee Brandon Favre Lauren Hughes Laylonda Maines Christopher Paoni Stephany Schwalenberg
Justin Byrd Laura Fayollat Amber Hulen Delia Major Clifford Paradise Amanda Schwartzkopf
Douglas Byrkit Ashley Federico Jesse Huling Amanda Malone Joelle Parker Paul Scimone
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/  spring degree canHtflates and summer applicants who have elected to walk in the spring ceremony
Ashley Scoggins Andrew Snyder Allison Taake Geeteeca Vanaik Adam Watson Noelle Winkle
Danielle Seckel Anthony Sorrentino Kyle Talton Melissa Vaughn Diedra Weaver Laura Witherspoon
Zachary Senger Andrew Spainhour Matthew Theuerkauf Ashley Velez Moncharo Webb Kyle Wolf
Aaron Sester Virginia Spees Antonio Thomas Devin Veselenak Amy Wegener Christina Wombwell
Jennifer Shacklady Bethany Spengler Caitlin Thompson Alexis Vice Ryan Weisenborn Michael Wong
Amisha Shah Amy Stahlschmidt Ian Thompson Bethany Villines Timothy Wellen Ashley Wood
Lauren Sheehan Eric Stamm Kyle Thompson Michael Viverito John Wendler Daniel Woods
Joshua Sherrock Rebecca Staples Sean Thoms Christopher Vogt Adam Wendt Emily Woods
Thomas Shimunek Erik Steffens Daniel Thouvenot Christina Volkmann Shae Westendorf Kathleen Wooley
Joshua Short Dustyn Steinhorst Sarah Tichy Sarah Voile Ellen Wharrie Christine Wright
Mark Shumake Mary Stephen Holly Tieman Travis Voile Katrina Wharton Emily Wunderlich
Emily Siemer Emma Stewart Kelsey Tipsword Joseph Volsch Hilary Wheeler Darlene Wyatt
Audrey Sierman Katherine Stewart Marshall Todt Patricia Vonholt Nichole Whelan Jennifer Wyatt
Kimberly Simpkins Elizabeth Stirnaman Nicholas Toennies Anthony Voss George White Natalie Wyper
Linda Sinco Michael Stockley Julie Tolly Thomas Vredenburgh Kyle White Casey Yingling
Kenneth Sindel Cole Stoltz Darci Trader Brian Waldman David W iatrolik Audrey York
Meghan Slobodecki Michael Stout SaraTrebing Shereece Wallace Laura W iechert Victoria Youmans
Andrea Smith Phillip Strack Mathew Trout Steven Wann Katie W ilcox Alisabeth Young
Damia Smith Chad Stuehlmeyer Jon Tysse Abby Ward Betty Williams Stephanie Young
Erin Smith Elizabeth Stygar Rindi Uhlich Erin Warzala Donna Williams Robert Zdroj
Jenna Smith Kyle Suchomski Katie Upton Chayla Washington Thomas Williams Amy Zentgraf
Michael Smith Jennifer Suffern Colleen Van Buren- Chermaine Washington Vincent Williams
Sherry Smith Amber Suggs Williams Laura Waterworth Amanda W illis
William Smutz Seth Swanson Carrie Van Vleet Candice Watkins Margaret Wilson
"S ch o o l of business
spring degree candidates and summer applicants who have elected to walk in the spring ceremony
Kumar Abhay 
Nicole Adams 
N FN  Ahsanuzzaman 
Benjamin Akers 
Randy Ali 
Nicole Arview 
Stephanie Asaro 
Shannon Atterbury
Scott Audo 
Ryan Baer
Atticus Bailey-Stobbs 
Cassie Barr 
Nicole Barron 
Steven Bartlett 
Marilee Beck 
Neil Becker
Miranda Behm 
Andrew Behrens 
Abby Bergman 
Adam Berry 
Barbara Bleich 
Nicholas Boelter 
Stephanie Bogowith 
Erik Boone
John Bordewick 
Amber Boulanger 
Eric Brandt 
Bree Brinkoetter 
Denay Brown 
Joshua Brown 
Daniel Bryce 
Tricia Buehne
Gregory Bulva 
Anna Burk 
Roy Burns 
Andrew Burton 
Chelsea Camfield 
Chris Carlson 
Elizabeth Carmitchel 
Jenee Carr
Paul Chang 
Amber Chesnut 
Romere Childress 
Stephanie Cloe 
Kevin Cloninger 
Katrina Coffman 
Kimberly Coleman 
Brian Collins
- -------— '  Phone: 618-692-4531 “— ‘—
#4 Club Centre 
Edwardsville, IL
We Match 
ALL 
Competitors 
Ads
Customized 
UV Free 
Spray Tan 
O N LY
$15.00
100 Minutes 
+ 3 Upgrades 
O N LY
$19.00
& 5 a k m
E xp ire s  5 .17 .0 8
M E T R O  E A S T
5141 Chain of RocKs Road, Edwardsville II.
Need Storage for Summer Break?
Conveniently Located 1 Mile from Campus! 
When you need to store, look for the green door!
N
Any S IU E  students who rents will 
get a FR E E  Large Pizza 
and a FR E E  2 Liter!
(This cannot be combined with any other offer)
Please call (618) 656 - 1200
to Reserve your unit today!
FINALS WEEK 
Bomb &
Thursday
All Day Patio Parly
Pitchers $3.00 
Well U Call $2.75
Mon Ttoes Wed Thur F r i S a  t
Drink Coor’s Lt L Beach P itc h e r Drink GRAD DAY
specials Pitcher T’s $4.00 $ 3 .0 0 specials Families
Coors Lt $4.25 L Island U  C a ll’s Bar- Welcome
Pitchers U Call's T s  4.00 $ 2 .7 5 Tenders Late Nite
$4.25 $2.75 PARTY M U S IC Call Party
Shenanigans
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school of businesS)-
spring degree candidates and summer applicants who have elected to walk in the spring ceremony
y j v '
Zachary Corey Adam Greathouse Angela Kattenbraker Lacey Miller Amy Roach Leah Taylor
Melinda Co ry Lisa Grummel Claire Kelly Sally Miller Trista Roberson Bernard Thomas
George Craft Sharon Gugliotta Casey Kicielinski Mark Millikin Eric Robert Christine Thorpe
Eric Craycroft Calvin Guthrie Jason Klein Kristopher Mitchell Jazmen Rose Kristine Tillitt
Allison Darr Paul Haas Ryan Klotz Catherine Money Ashley Roseman Passy Tongele
Neal Darr Alexander Hagen Aaron Koch Shelly Morrison Breanna Rummerfield Stephen Tungett
Christopher Datri Shauna Hamby Tricia Koehne Kelli Mueller Darren Salger Leslie Unterbrink
Ashley Denning Kyle Hammond Sharon Koenig Jeremy Mueth Abdoulaye Sambou Christopher Valasek
Stephen Dennis Kira Harlan Steven Kozlowski Joseph Muita Lee San Kathryn Valerius
Matthew Dittman Chris Harris Andrew Kuehnel Scott Munn Laura Sanders Marla Van Sickle
Curtis Doetsch Jessica Harris Brandi Kyro Laura Murphy Tairisha Sawyer Daniel Vogel
Casey Donahue Sandra Hartman Brian Lagore Angela Niebruegge Thomas Schmale Katherine Vogel
Stephanie Dowdell Melissa Hendricker Samir Lakdawala Ryan Niebur Steven Schmitt Amy Wake
Clayton Dulaney Christopher Herbert Brian Lammers Luke Niemeyer Lindsay Schniers Christopher Walters
Amy Edwards Leah Herrington Zachary Lammers Monica Nolan Lindsey Schrage David Walton
Robert Elfgen Anthony Hill Ashley Landre Miranda Nonn Chase Schroeder Steven Ward
Dustin Ernst Katie Hiller Gregory Langston Michelle Otto Jenna Schroeder Aaron Warmoth
Dale Erspamer Breana Hodges Jodi Large Latascha Parker Jessica Schroeder Christopher Watson
Micki Evansco Ronald Hoenig Jason Lawson William Parker Allison Schutte Jeffrey Watson
Ahmad Fanous Donald Hoffman Christina Lazo Alysse Patsaros David Schwab Adam Weidner
Joshua Finley Natalie Hoffman Rhett Leary Beth Patterson Tacy Scott Charles Weikle
Andrea Fletcher Aaron Hoffmeister Mark Ledbetter Emily Penrod Momar Seek David Weirich
Melissa Ford Gina Holliday Laura Lenington Michael Peters Joseph Semith Eric Wendt
David Foster Cody Hollinshead Nataleigh Lenz Andrew Pike Kassandra Silvey Nathan Whitehead
Ryan Freivogel Sarah Hopke John Liebig David Pindras Steven Siravo Kirn Wildhaber
Sonya Froehling Whitney Hubbard Corey Lindley Jared Poettker Jennie Smith Ronnie Williamson
Gregory Fuchs Melissa Hughes Jared Litteken Amanda Poletti Rebecca Smith Cheryl W itt
Kandall Fultz Douglas Hulme Tricia Loepker Elizabeth Pratt Angela Sollman Zachary Woodside
Dustin Gholson Luke Humphrey Tonya Lueken Mahlon Proctor Bethany Spickerman Debbie W right
Matthew Gibson Amy Iberg Kristin Martin Amanda Purcell Jason Starbird ElifYasar
Victoria Gipson Jessica Ireland Erin McEldowney Robin Quattlander Miranda Starks Benjamin Zaring
Gregory Godar Emily Irvine Meghan McGinnis Brandon Rardin Zane Stevens Clay Zavada
Steven Goldman Amy Johnson Lindsey McKinney Christina Reece Jennifer Storey Huacheng Zhang
Jody Gonzalez Brian Johnson Kelly McMillen Rachel Reitz Allyson Stovey Ling Zhang
Zachary Goodman Joni Johnson Timothy McNeill Sarah Rennegarbe Jacqueline Straube Michael Zuhr
George Goscinski Miranda Johnson James Melvin Kevin Reynolds Julie Strong
Andrea Grahn Matt Joyce Amy Meyer Christopher Richardson Beth Swartz
Deven Gray Wendy Julian Miranda Middleton Alaina Riewerts Julie Sweetin
Eric Gray Austin Kant Cody Miller Jordon Riley Scott Szymonik
Lamarr Gray Doniyal Karbassioon Katie Miller Sarah Riley Jesse Taylor
A s k  f o r  O u r  S p e c ia l  P r in k s !
Nearly 25.000 State of Illinois Employees 
Choose HealthLink Shouldn't You?
* WfcLLKHM CuMBMY
www.heaWtlink.com • 1-800-624-2356
HealthLtnk*, Inc.. Is an Illinois corporation, HealthLink. Inc. is an organizer of 
independently contracted provider networks, which it makes available by contract to 
a variety of payors of health benefits, including Insurers, third party administrators
k or employers. HealthLink has no control or nght of control over tne professional, medical judgment of contracted providers, and is not liable for any acts or failures
Broad Selection of Hospitals and Doctors
186 Hospitals and 11,520 Doctors, including Chiropractors
HealthLink Open Access Means More Choices. Fewer Restrictions
Choose the Doctor You Want to See -  
You Can Self-Refer to Any Specialist, At Any Time
Easy-fo-Use Web Site far State of Illinois Employees
includes Physician Locator and 
, On-Line Lifestyle 
Management Programs
Wellness for the Whole Family
Healthy Living Tips and Tools, 
f | t  Nurse Phone Line, Newsletters
J m  and Discount Programs
now
1 week unlim ited $1
1 Month Unlimited
$25
g u \ b s .
F irst Tan is  Always Free!
Call 656-UTAN (8826)
6455  Center Grove R d., Suite 101 •  Edw ardsville, IL 62025
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SAVE UP TO THOUSANDS ON A NEW CM VEHICL!
JUMP INTO
COLLEGE SENIORS AND 
RECENT GRADS. LISTEN UP.
We’re giving you the same special deal we give our best 
GM partners — the GM Supplier Discount. A great price 
below MSRP on nearly all GM cars, trucks, crossovers and 
SUVs.2 Great trucks like Chevy Silverado and GMC Sierra. 
Hot cars like Chevy Malibu and the first ever Pontiac G8.
Got a car...a color...some hot features in mind?
Price the exact vehicle you want online; GM offers the 
widest selection of vehicles of any manufacturer, plus 
available XM Satellite Radio3 and available OnStar®4 on 
many models.
THE BEST COVERAGE IN AMERICA.
TheGM  100,000-Mile/5-Year Transferable 
B f w J B  Powertrain Limited Warranty1 —  now 
standard on every 2008 and 2009 car, 
j g g j P l l J l  SUV and light-duty truck. Plus, 100,000 
s-vtAR powtRtHAiN miles/5 years of Courtesy Transportation1 
and 100,000 miles/5 years of 24/7 Roadside Assistance.’ 
Fully transferable; no deductible.
Before you visit your GM Dealer, 
register to get your authorization number at
gmcoHegegradcom
C H E V R O LE T BU IC K P O N TIA C  GM C SATU RN HU M M ER SA A B C A D IL LA C next
The marks of General Motors, its divis io ns, s lo gans, e m b le m s , veh icle  model names, vehicle body designs and other m a rk s  a p p e a rin g  in  this ad are the tra d e m a rk s  and/or service marks o f General Motors 
Corporation, its subsidiaries, affiliates o r licensors. ©2008 GM Corp. flutfete up, Ament a!
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school of education^
spring degree candidates and summer applicants who have elected to walk in the Spring ceremony
Stephanie Acker Tara Brantley Natalie Connaway
Nicole Addington Colene Brauer Lisa C ook
Krista Adelhardt William Breheny Christian Cooper
Jayme Ahlden Andrew Brendel Kelly Cooper
Erin Ainscough Rachel Bretz Elizabeth Corrigan
Kimberly Allen Kyle Briggs Kathleen Costigan
Megan Allen Matthew Brigman Ryan Coughlin
John Allison Rhonda Brinkman Marci C o x
Dana Almeling Rita Brinkman Dennis Coy
Tanell Anders Shawn Brodie Gregory Crook
Hannah Anderson Buzz Brown Cheryl Crosby
Megan Anderson Julie Brown Lindsey Cuba
Amelia Anson Joshua Budde Glenna Curtis
Benjamin Archer Christy Buie Joanne Curvey
Jayda Armstrong Kelly Burk Emily Dahlberg
Bradley Arthur Amanda Burke Jennifer Dahlgren
Jacqueline Ashcraft Eric Burnes Christopher Dahm
Callie Ashlock Rachael Bury Sarah Danenberger
Amy Austin Renee Busch Karla Danford
Angela Ayers Alyssa Buske Christina Daniels
Kelly Bachelier Dezman Butler Holly Dapson
Dustin Bailey Shardae Butler Jennifer Davenport
Audrey Bargiel Alyssa Byrd Jordan Davis
Brandi Bartling Jennifer Cadagin Anna Deatherage
Theresa Barton Karen Caires Kenneth Deatherage
Scott Battas Rachel Calandro Elizabeth Degreeff
Jennifer Batton Ried Carlson Mary Delabre
Jason Batty Jenna Cassiday Eduardo Delacruz
Elizabeth Baumgartner David Causey Joshua Despain
Jamie Beal Ruth Chesney Lucia Digioia
Elizabeth Becker Ashly Chitty Trisha Dittamore
Michael Berardi Jennifer Church Jessica Doelling
Alison Berg Kathleen Cimarolli Aliscia Doriety
Kimberly Bergmann Brynn Clarida Jamie Doss
Sarah Beyers Cheryl Clark Justin Dougherty
Amanda Biggs Erin Clark Nicole Duganich
Kelly Bisso Lynde Claunch Shannon Dyson
Heidi Bitner Elizabeth Cleveland Rhiannon Dziedzic
Lisa Blomquist Angela Coburn Samantha Easterley
Erica Blumenshine Gregory Cochran Tara Eaton
Emily Bordewick Danielle Colbert Denise Eilers
Linda Bottom Laronda Cole Shari Eilers
ask  l i s t e n  s o lv e
Melissa Ellis Jennifer Gray Whitney Huber
Ashley Elmore Daniel Greenspan Mary Hueter
Sarah Emel Jennifer Greenwood Thomas Hughes
Cole Endres Lora Griffin Hillary Humer
Kelly Erickson Megan Gullo Natalie Hummert
Amber Ernst Raechel Gutierrez Alison Hutchison
Erika Errandi Megan Haake Hope Hutchison
Charity Eugea Samantha Hackbart Abby Hutson
Brittany Evans Kyle Hacke Amanda Isringhaus
Alyssa Fagan Blake Hagemeier Madonna Jackson
Rachael Feldmann Lauren Hammel Natalie Jaeger
Grace Fischer Nichole Hanneken Elizabeth James
Rachel Fisher Jennifer Hardin Elizabeth Jankowski
Mary Flack Rose Harper Laura Jenkins
Aubrie Foster Ericka Harre Amanda Johnson
Vickie Fourqurean Kristen Harrell Corey Johnston
Christina Franzen Sarah Harres Emily Jones
Kimberly Fremont Heather Hartmann Jessica Jones
Kristina Frey Chrystal Hatley Rachel Jordan
Maria Frieda Fallon Havera Christopher Kahn
Rebecca Fritz Amy Hawk Lacy Kanyo
Stephanie Fuller Therese Hembruch Tricia Kassing
Andrew Gaa Tiffany Henley Lindsay Keck
Christina Gallacci Mallory Hensley Nathaniel Kern
Jessica Galloway Carole Hermann Stephanie Kessinger
Kraig Garber Nevin Herring Alexandra Kibler
Adam Garrett Diane Herrmann Jillian Kildow
Holly Garrett Robyn Hesterberg Paul Kilquist
Karyn Gilbert James Hicks Emily Kimker
Allie Gill Mara Hicks Brittany Kittell
Katie Gillespie Mary Hilden Amanda Klaustermeier
Claire Gion Mario Hill Cynthia Klein-Webb
Samantha Glasco Patrick Hill Daniel Kloess
Amanda Glisson Christa Hocking Jennifer Knabe
Joseph Glynn Corey Hohenbery Kari Knapp
Humberto Gonzalez Dana Holshouser Jennifer Knopik
Matthew Gordon Helen Holt Marsha Kohl
Monica Goudey Stephanie Horn Kayla Korves
Ashley Grant Caleb Houchins Amy Koudelka
Alyssa Gratz Megan Howard Rebecca Kriegel
Adreneh Graves Theresa Howell Emily Krug
Jamie Gray Jennifer Hoyt Timothy Kuhn
Need Extra Cash?
3 * fl
^Textbooks
aptop
uition
Register to Win a $400 Visa Gift Card 
from Commerce Bank*
Come in and ask Commerce how we can help you 
manage your money.
Students get $10 just for opening a More Than Free 
Student Checking account!*
Pius register to win a $400 Visa Gift Card.**
Edwardsville Banking Center 
2496 Troy Road (in front of Home Depot) 
618-655-9812
Have you considered a home equity loan or line of credit 
to finance your education? Call or come by today.
« »  Commerce BankMKBowroic
* Offer available for new More Than Free Student Checking Accounts only. While supplies last. 
** No purchase or account necessary to win. You must be 18 years of age or older to enter. 
See full content rules at 2496 Troy Road.
ask listen solve and call dick come by are trademarks of Commerce Bancshares, Inc. €> 2008 COMMERCE BANC.SHARES, INC
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Catherine Kulupka Lakitia Middlebrook Tanna Patel Lindsay Rudd Marian Stahlschmidt Jenna Underwood
Frank Kusiak Christopher Miesner Jessica Patton Rachel Ruesch Brendan Stanfa Amy Van Hoedt
Jennifer Laaker Elizabeth Mifflin Heidi Paulsen Mallory Ruggles Lacy Starko Danielle Vogt
Caitlin Lake Alicia Miller Katie Payne Jennifer Rule Christine Stenson Allison Voss
Ashley Lamb William Miller Kendra Payton Steffi ny Rumage Robert Stephens Bethany Wallendorf
Jessalyn Landes Terry Million Carrie Pearson Sarah Ryder Julie Sternau Angela Walling
Barbara Lane Dorothy Mitchell Lisa Pellegrin Nicole Rynkowski Christina Stevens Todd Walter
John Lauth Sandra Mollet Leigh Perry Luciana Sabatino Rebecca Stevenson Christopher Warner
Meghan Lawton Celia Montes-Kolence Ross Peters Brian Saenz Danielle Stewart Neshala Warner
Lizbeth Lenart Kara Moore Sarah Phelps Christy Sales Sara Stimson Savannah Wasson
Melissa Liefer Jamie Morris Crystal Playter Ashley Sammis Regan Stone Paul Watson
Valerie Lieffers Kelly Morrison Danielle Poehling Lindsey Schaffner Jeremy Stopka Theresa Weekley
Erica Litteken Darren Mosley Rachel Poettker Sharon Schmitz Traci Storey Hayley Weintz
Ellen Lofton Lindsay Mowen Kristin Polczynski Scott Schneider Leslie Strobel Amanda Weller
Christie Lorsbach Brent Mueller Elizabeth Poletti Sara Schreder Jennifer Stroud Latoya Wells
Hermanus Louw Elizabeth Mueller Dawn Polt Lindsey Schroeder Lisa Stubits Tara Wells
Catherine Luecking Molly Mulligan Christina Pontious Lisa Schroeder Ashley Sturm Elisabeth Welter
Dee Luitjohan Sara Muratori Kendra Powell Julie Schwarze Lisa Suiter Amanda Wendel
Jessica Luttrull Jason Murphy Tiffany Powers Jessica Schwarzkopf Richard Surber Lauren Wheeler
Christina Madison Leslie Murphy Emily Puckett Brent Schwierjohn Megan Surgener Nicole White
Aubrey Mahanay Ashley Nalewajka Jennifer Puckett Jenny Seger Brittany Svec Phillip Whitehead
Carla Maly Christie Nelson Amanda Purl Sara Shehadeh Whitney Sykes Ruth Wiegand
Julie Mangelsdorf Tiffany Nelson Katlyn Putz Brett Sheroky Jenna Tate Jessica Wieseman
Alexandra Mansfield Melissa Newbold Jamie Rakers Kendra Shoaff Angela Taylor Carrie Wilde
Amy Marsh Amber Newell Jessica Ramsey Carrie Shouse Michel Taylor Bailey Williams
Joshua Marshall Patricia Niehaus Brooke Randolph Rebecca Siddle Jeffrey Teasley Jamal Williams
Jackie Martin Angela Nieman Kimberly Range William Simmons Jonathan Tedesco Tameshia Williams
Tanya Martin Robert Nika Kristen Reber Heather Simpson Angela Thole Amanda Wilson
Rebekka Mason Crystal Nilges Megan Reeder Molly Sivia Marissa Thole Ashley W inter
Jeremy Massa Sarah Nolte Steven Reid Melissa Sly Cassandra Thomas Miranda W irth
Tiffany Mayberry Justin Novak Jessica Renner John Smith Stacey Thurnau Amy Wittman
Jorjann Mayer Sara Oberle Allison Reno Julie Smith Tiffany Thurwalker Daniel Wodtka
Julie McBride Holly Odom Kimberly Reuter Lisa Smith Ashley Tintori Kristin W olf
Stacey McCalla Jamie Oestreich Laura Riney Patrick Smith Kendra Tockstein Anne Wolff
Kathryn McGillis Noel Ogden Cora Robb Shannon Smith MarkToennies Ashlyn W right
Mary McKoon Erin Oglesby Nichole Robbins Shelley Smith Tiana Torres Emilie Young
Zachary Medema Scott Oltmann Jill Robles David Smithson Kellie Tribble Kalli Zavorka
Susan Mefford Lisa Orlet Kailey Rohrdanz Preston Snarr Lindsay Tripp Adam Zimmer
Christine Merrill Sharon O ’Toole Mikalene Romanitis Rebecca Snow Sean Tyus Sadie Zurliene
Barbara Merzweiler Michelle Pace Randi Rothschild Victoria Sommer Sara Ulrich
Tara Meyer Diana Padilla Susan Rowe Erika St. Arbor Cynthia Umscheid
• ENCLOSED STORAGE UNITS •
* SECURED/GATED *
* VIDEO SURVEILLANCE *
Sizes range from 5x20 to 10x30 with or 
w/out climate control 
Prices range from $45 to $ 150 per month
and /o r
Store your RV, Boat or Extra Vehicle 
$25/m o. for 25 ft. space 
$1 each additional ft.
1$15 OFF
First 3 months of 
rental agreement
r
13 Schiber Ct. Maryville, IL 
288 .3266
est
u s s i
LET US HELP YOU WITH ALL THE 
THINGS YOU'RE TH IN K IN G  ABOUT.
Mem ber FDICCONGRATULATIONS!
CLASS OF 2008
From Your Friends At The
TheBANK
of Edwardsville
The People You Know & Trust
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school of engineering
spring degree candidates and summer applicants who h l f r  elected to walk in the spntfg ceremony
/ r I
Brian Adams Christopher Cwiklinski Wesley Helmholz
Usha Rani Akkina Bryan Dirks Anthony Henley
Vivekanand Alampally Clint Dougherty Benjamin Herman
Chad Alexander Joseph Doyle John Hiatt
Sara Atwell John Drenkhahn Michael Hileman
Aaron Backs Jason Dreyer Nicholas Italiano
Hye Kyoung Bae Adam Farthing Michael Jacober
Christopher Bailey David Fasig Akash Jain
Justin Barry Keith Flournoy Tony Jones
Brad Behrmann Collin Foster Amanda Karaianis
Brad Blackard Nathan Fuller Ashwini Kasture
Elvira Blackledge James Funderburk Bryan Kemp
Nicholas Boeing Andrew Gallaher Christopher Koboldt
Derek Bolsen William Gillott Jennifer Koenig
Anupama Bommakanti Terry Goble Nicklas Koenig
Christopher Boucher Jake Gonterman Chetan Kumar Konka
Justin Camerer Matthew Gorlewicz Stephen Krawzik
Chris Campbell Praveen Kumar Gottumukkala David Kreher
Jessica Charles Brian Graham Shea Krotz
Anwesha Chattopadhyay Dustin Graumenz Brandon Kruse
Ryan Clay Brock Green Brian Kumpf
Kurt Clothier Mark Grinter Patrick Lewis
Caleb Conner Walker Gusewelle Yi Liu
Clinton Conrad Greg Gwaltney Shaochun Ma
Jesse C o o k Seth Hall Corey Mason
Ashley C o x Maxwell Harres Timothy McCullough
Joshua Craig Robert Heer Edward McGillis
Shilpa Mekala Matthew Roth William Tenboer
Ethan Mikesell Jared Rowley DivyaTiwari
Sunita Moka Justin Saffel Neetu Tiwari
Swapna Sri Mokkapati Gabriel Sanderson Jenna Toennies
Nidhi Mordia Rajavardhan Sarkapally Eric Tritsch
Sachin More Adam Scannell Krzysztof Tyrka
Dylan Mueller Aaron Schafer Rajesh Vaddi
Benjamin Mueth Kaitlyn Schmidt Larry Valentine
Joshua Mullikin Justin Schnitker Krum Valkov
Miles Musick Kent Schwierjohn Andre Van Klaveren
Gowtam Naripella Jeremy Scown Donald Wagner
Ryan Neil Matthew Secor Jeremy Walker
Brock Nosbisch Mark Seidenstricker Luke Waters
Austin Nunamaker Ryan Siebert Joseph Watson 
Richard WatsonJustin O rr Mathew Siemens
Ankur Patel Phil Sievers Anthony Weber
Jesse Phelps Rajput Singh Benedict Whelan
Sindhu Potti Paul Sinkovits David Wiatrolik
William Purcell Daniel Sternau Joshua Wilkerson
Sai Putti Joshua Stone James Willmont
Nathan Quade Peri Subrahmanya Stephanie Wojcik
Anamika Rathore Ashwin Kumar Sunki Reddy Kimberly Wood
Jayakrishna Ravindran Naveen Surabathuni Eskindir Yehwalawork
Douglas Reilly Jeffrey Tansey
Andrew Riebeling Douglass Taylor
Matthew Riesenberger Harika Telekuntla
Ashley Robeen Matthew Tempia
congratulations 
to graduates 
from CAB!!!
special congrats to
-amanda banks 
-julie elbl 
-tori sommer 
-ankur patel 
-rachel reitz 
-kevin coppinger
C O U G A R S
W ASHINGTON
from pg. 2
“She has a wealth o f  life 
experiences in addition to her 
academic knowledge,” Zamanou- 
Erickson said. “I think she had a 
lot o f things to say, and I wanted 
other people to hear them too.” 
English language and 
literature professor, How ard 
Rambsy, agreed with Zamanou- 
Erickson, and said he nicknamed 
her “C-Washington” because she 
had a ‘hip, professional style to 
herself.”’
Rambsy, who is also the 
director o f  the Black Studies 
Program, sought out Washington 
to fill the position o f student 
researcher when he needed a 
replacement.
“I really needed a 
professional student, someone 
who was dependable and self­
motivated,” Rambsy said. “And 
she was the one I thought 
about.”
Rambsy said he attended her 
senior project presentation and 
said it was important to see her 
go from the beginning o f her 
academic career at SIUE to “this 
specialized area.”
Although Washington will 
still be involved with the Black 
Studies Program on a volunteer 
basis, she will not be able to work 
for the program full time due to 
her graduate work.
Washington has chosen to 
formulate her speech for the
graduation ceremony around 
“being a driver of change.
“I wanted people to realize 
that just because you are 
graduating from this point o f 
your life doesn’t mean education 
shouldn’t  continue,” Washington 
said. “I want people to  realize this 
isn’t the end, even if you aren’t in 
school, be a lifetime learner.”
Washington hopes to share 
with those at the graduation 
ceremony the potential o f being a 
lifelong learner, but also that 
undergraduate students should 
get to know their professors.
Washington said throughout 
the years it was her professors 
who helped her the most when 
she was at her weakest points. 
She said when she felt she could 
not handle the pressures o f school 
and family, her professors, 
though they never knew exacdy 
what was going on in her life, 
were able to help her focus on 
school. Washington hopes to pass 
that on to others, she said.
“I just pray that when 
someone looks back on mv life, 
it’s one that influences them in a 
positive way,” Washington said. 
“I want to be somebody that 
people can reach out to when 
they are at their lowest point and 
offer them that support.”
Sydney Elliot can be reached a t 
sellwt@alestlelive.com or 650-3527.
graduation doesn’t have to mean losing touch
wherever you go, read the latest siue news at
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school of nursing
spring degree candidates and summer applicants who have elected to walk iirw le spring ceremony
Laura Adams Holly Cloe Nichole Grant Richard Knight Jennifer Nichelson Amber Smith
Mackenzie Aldridge Bethany Clutts Karla Guebert Jesse Korns Aaron Nolan Demetris Smith
Jamie Allison Pamela Colley Ashley Hamm Allison Kraus Sharon Norris Katherine Southmayd
Freedom Andal Kimberly Conner Jennifer Han Sarah Kries Brittany Norton Shanda Swagler
Christopher Ashton Tracy Coons Richard Harmon Carolyn Kuberski Brenda Nyambweke Lynette Talmontas
Gregory Atte berry Sarah Coulter Michele Hartke Jessica Kueper Chidinma Ochiobi Jason Taylor
Emily Attig Jayme Crain Larissa Hartman Jacy Kuhl Rachel Oney Adrian Thodoropoulos
Christine Bargiel Claire Dalai Melissa Hedrick Rose Kutilek Talia Palmisano Julie Tichacek
Jessica Bean Meghan Deloriea Julie Hellige Karen Lane Blair Patterson Ryan Topel
Angela Beaston John Descher Robin Hickman Paul Leibhart Joseph Pautler Sharolynn Tyler
Janice Becherer Hilary Diestelhorst Aaron Hines Kathryn Lindsey Jane Piper Jodie Vanmeter
Michelle Becker Penny Dietz Kelli Hoberg Laura Linnemann Marquita Porche Matthew Verett
Cheryl Beisner Amanda Dillenburg-Dunek Sherrie Hocq Joseph Loehmer Kristen Ray Erica Vierthaler
Jamie Benhardt Makayla Dilliner Lauren Hogan Erin Lutz Melissa Ripley Andrew Vires
Kimberly Bernard Heather Donaldson Tamera Huey Monica Major-Harris Brea Robinson Symeta Wallace
Andrea Bjorklund Agnes Dougherty Tina Jansen Natalie Marcum Jessie Rodeffer Rebecca Wangard
Jennifer Bond Lisa Downs Briana Jefferson Stacy Marriott Jamie Rosenthal Megan Weime
Jennifer Bowker Stephanie Dykeman Jennifer Jenkins Brittany Marshall Jessica Ruppel Shana Weston
Jennifer Brandenburg Kimberly Earl Felicia Johnson Kelly Martin Elizabeth Ryan Amanda White
April Brandt Andrea Easlick Kate Johnson Jureatha Mays Patricia Schneider Pamela Wignot
Jessica Brueck Nicole Forsythe Candace Jones Elizabeth McBride Katie Schotthofer Michelle Willemarck
Elizabeth Brummer Whitney Fugate Lori Jones Sarah McKee Danielle Schrage Stephanie Williams
Lorna Burge Sarah Fulton Caleb Jurgens Corey Meyer Mary Schroeder Tequilla W ills
Jessica Byars Rachael Gathonjia Emily Kaiping Danielle Miller Virginia Scroggins Jennifer Wilson
Krista Carle James Gauen Simon Katumu Sandra Mitchell Natalie Serra Jeremy W ilson
Rebecca Carpenter Katrenia Givens Casey Kaufman Christine Moehle Jocelyn Siapno Erica Woodrome
Christine Carver Nichole Goedeke Bryce Kiel Emily Montgomery Lindsay Simpson Eric Yoder
Douglas Childs Joseph Gould Susan Kistner Candi Moyer Katherine Slevin Muhammad Younas
Ca m p u s  r e c r e a t io n
-
6 1 8 -65  0-BFIT 
www.siue.edu/crec
OPEN DAILY 
MAY 24 - AUG 17 
NOON - 6:00 PM
V LGET YOUR 
PASS TODAY!
Great Tan™  
.Great Price
W e  h a v e  q re"St 
s u it  a ll v o t iri
Bring in this coupon to receive I  Bring in this coupon to receive
1 FREE TAN { 1 0 %  O F F
in any bed I any package
Must bring coupon. Expires 5/31/08 T Must bring coupon. Expires 5/31/08 
Limit 1 per customer ■  Limit 1 per customer
Glen Carbon Store 656-8266
v  S tarts May 12th  *  
Tuesdays and Thursdays 
9 -9 :45  am  
GET YOUR DAY STARTED 
RIGHT WITH A MORNING 
WORKOUT THAT FOCUSES 
OK BUILDING STRENGTH 
& IMPROVING FLEXIBILITY.
FACULTU/STAFF 
CIRCUIT TRAINING
A MOTIVATING CA/f0/0 AND WEIGHT 
WORKOUT FOR FACULTY $  STAFF 
GUARANTEED TO IEAVE TOU FEEL! KG 
ENERGIZED FOR THE WORK DAT!
M-IAI-F 12-12:30 PM
www.alestleli e.com
Classifieds
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ALESTLE CLASSIFIEDS GIVE YOU MORE!
Place your classified ad at a 
time convenient for you using 
our easy, secure online 
interface at
alestlelive.com/dassifieds
BASIC PRINT INSERTION RATES:
10 word minimum for all ads.
20 cents a word 1 -2 insertions, per insertion
19 cents a word 3-4 insertions, per insertion 
18 cents a word 5-19 insertions, per 
insertion
17 cents a word 2 0 +  insertions, per insertion
Print Extras:
All bold, additional $5
Web Extras Vary
Please schedule your ad carefully as 
we cannot offer refunds. 
Corrections must be noted by on 
the first day
the ad appears in the newspaper.
Deadlines:
By 11 a.m. Monday for Tuesday issue 
By 11 a.m. Wednesday for Thursday 
issue
Having trouble? Call 618-650-3528  
or e-mail dassifieds@alestlelive.com
Alestle Office Hours (MUC 2022):
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Mon-Fri
FOR RENT
WINDHAM CHASE APARTMENTS
Save $40 in Move-in Cost, ask us how. 
1, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments NOW 
available! 20 minutes away from SIUE 
campus. On-site pool, laundry and free 
off-street parking. Visit us at 
kohner.com or 314.355.0003
2BR, 1.5 BA TOW NHOM ES 1-255/ 
Horseshoe Lake Rd. area. 15 min. to 
StL / SIUE. Includes W/ D and some 
utilities. No pets. No smoking $590 
mo. 618-931-4700
LIVE RENT FREE WHILE 
FIN ISH IN G  SCHOOL. BUY ONE OF
MY 3-BR HOMES (15 MINUTES FROM 
CAMPUS) FOR NOTHING DOWN 
AND PAYMENTS (PRINCIPAL & 
INTEREST) OF UNDER $500.00 PER 
MONTH. RENT OUT THE OTHER TWO 
BEDROOMS FOR $400.00 PER 
MONTH EACH. FOUR YEARS FROM 
NOW SELL FOR A PROJECTED PROFIT 
OF $10,000.00. CALL 866.809.9074 
ANYTIME 24/7 FOR A RECORDED 
MESSAGE
2 BEDROOM IN MARYVILLE on
Anthony Dr. $470 + deposit, 6mo. 
lease, water/ trash included, no pets, 
credit check required. (618)530-6052
3 BR, 1 BA Updated Kit & BA, newer 
Appl, Dshwhr, W&D hookup, walk-out, 
Older Home, Conv Location,618-781- 
3455 Days
ftvaiabsfty aHiwiadlimealparticipatingtoeaiiam n t c n m y x f  Ifei !o u > h s W U i a l * 208 1 t o , we. tt m
2 BEDROOM HOUSE Downtown 
Edwardsville. Redecorated, new 
appliances, conveniently located and 
close to campus. $675.00, lease, 
security deposit. 792-1512
FOR SALE
TOW NHOM E, 3BEDROOM S, 1.5
bath, finished basement, dw, stove, 
fridg, wd hookup. Small pet 
considered. 4 roommates OK (couple 
+two singles)$ 1000.00/ mo h20 
included 772-9146
DUPLEX - GREAT FOR STUDENTS
3 Bedrooms, 1 bath - large Backs up to 
woods, features Great room, kitchen w/ 
newer appliances, family room in 
finished walkout. Updated and move in 
conddition $114,900. Prudential - Call 
Betty Treat 618-830-3952 830-3952
CHROM E RIMS FOR SALE!!! I am 
selling a set of gently used 20" chrome 
car rims. Looking for a quick sale, price 
can be negotiated. Please call (618) 
650-2266 or (314) 482-6589 and ask 
to speak to Kelly.
LARGE GARAG E SALE Lots of 
household and computer items. 207 
First Ave. From 7AM till noon 692-6942
HELP WANTED
G O T  N IG H T  O R INTERNET
' l  
I
CAESAR WINGS I 
S K O O  I
■  CM ttOV! |I  PLUSfw I
I
1 
I 
I 
I 
I  
I
• 8 PIECE ORDER
• CHOOSE FROM:
BUmUS.OTOHOASTEO
orBSQ
A ll DAY! EVERY DAY!
PUSH*
CRAZY COMBO
* CRAZY BREAD £ A j f  Q
8 PIECE ORDER if  §51
CRAZY SAUCE; war ourPUSH*
A ll DAY! EVERY DAY!
2100 Troy Rd. • EDWARDSVILLE
Know...
You can take SWIC classes while you're home this summer?
Credits transfer • More than 100 academic programs • Only $75 per credit hour 
SWIC Sum m er classes start June 9.
For more information, call 618-235-2700, ext. 5660, 
or 1 -800-222-5131, ext. 5660.
www.swic.edu
_____________ Think it. Be it.
Belleville Campus 
Red Bud Campus SOUTTW ESTF.RN  
Sam Wolf Granite City Campus ILLINOIS COLLEGE
CLA SSES? Three full-time house 
painters wanted. 7a-4p M-F. Must have 
reliable transportation. Can lift 100 lbs. 
Willing to learn. $$$ depend on skills 
learned. Click the envelope icon to 
request application (or call 656.9300 
and leave your email address). Thanks.
VALET PO SITIO N S- IMMEDIATELY
Midwest Valet Parking, the industry 
leader in valet services, has positions 
available IMMEDIATELY. Ready to work 
in a fast-paced, customer-service 
oriented environment that offers great 
pay and flexible hours? Must be atleast 
20 years of age, have valid driver's 
license, and good driving record. 
Experience with manual transmission is 
a must. Apply online at 
www.midwestvalet.com or
314.361.6764
LITTLE CAESARS IS NOW HIRING
for all positions, to be filled ASAP! 
Accepting applications and hiring at the 
following locations: Edwardsville 656- 
8700, Woodriver 254-2888, Troy 667- 
0084, Granite City 876-2111, 
Collinsville 343-4140, and Shiloh 628- 
1122 (Opening Soon).
C H ILD C A R E  PROVIDER Seeking 
care in our home, 3 children 7 min. 
from SIUE 7-4:30 2 days/ wk. Some 
summer, mainly 2008-2009 school 
year. $60/ day 288-8010
DANCE INSTRUCTO R Ballet, Tap, & 
Jazz Experience Necessary. Love for 
Children. Evenings Required. CALL: 
344-6200
CHILDCARE NEEDED Seeking care 
in our home for our one-year old 
daughter. Thursdays 9 - 4. O'Fallon, IL. 
$50/ day. 206-8131
C H ILD C A R E  NEEDED IN MY 
HOME 2-3 days a week for 2008-9 
school year. 692-1106
MALE WORKER WANTED to do
some yard work and jobs around the 
house. Need now, all summer and fall. 
Best way to reach me by phone is early 
afternoon, late afternoon or evening. 
M. K. Collins 618 656-9589
BABYSITTER/PART-TIME Good part- 
time position for reliable babysitter 
near campus in our home, Must have 
verifiable references and like children 
(one eight-year-old girl). Call or email 
(dadalaz@aol.com). 655-9925
MISCELLANEOUS
NOW  YOUTUBE IN YO UR AD! 
It's easy to embed a youtube 
video in your classified. Show off 
your house to rent, your car for 
sale. (Works great with personals 
tool)
ROOMMATE
WANTED
TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES 
WANTED to live in 5 bedroom house. 
Utilities, cable, high speed internet, & 
phone included. Pool. 10 min from 
SIUE. $375. Jackie 314-487-0237
ROOMMATE NEEDED MALE OR 
FEMALE Downtown Edwardsville off 
State Route 159 (Schwarz Rd @ 
Fillmore St) 2-BR Apartment (Ground 
Level / Secured Building) - Spare 
Bedroom for Rent. $415.00 / Month 
Includes Rent, 15 Mbps Cable Internet, 
Cable, Gas / Electric, Water, Sewer, 
Trash, 10'x6' Storage Area in 
Basement. SECURITY DEPOSIT 
ALREADY PAID! Contact Steve Black if 
interested! 217.246.1762
Get a jump on next year!
•  Costs are much lower.
•  Credits transfer back to 
SIU-E.
•  Make up that missing credit or 
failed class.
Contact one of our otiwatm 
centers noarost to you.
Main Campus
Jill Tomaszewskie, K C  Admissions
6 1 8 -5 4 5 -3 0 4 0 ....................... Jtomaszewskte@kaskaskia.edu
KC Vandalia Campus  
M ary Schulze, Director
6 1 8 -2 8 3 1 7 8 0 .................................. mschuize@kaskaskia.edu
KC Nashville Education Center 
Jennifer Craft, Coordinator
6 1 8 -32 7-9 136 ........................................ .jcraft@kaskaskia.edu
KC Greenville Education Center 
Jerri Davenport, Coordinator
6 1 8 -6 6 4 -9 3 9 4 ............................... .jdavenport@kaskaskia.edu
K C Salem Education Center 
Sharon Fey, Coordinator
6 1 8 -5 4 8 -9 0 0 1 ................  ,$fey@kaskaskia.edu
KC Trenton Education Center 
Ariene Covington, Coordinator
61 8-22 4  2 6 6 6 ................................acovington@kaskaskia.edu
